104 Elm, Deux-Montagnes, QC, CA, J7R 3H2, www.protexplo.ca, info@protexplo.ca, Tel. : 450 623-6797, fax : 450 491-7131

Information for magazine door replacement
Date: ____________________
Client: __________________________________
Address: ________________________________
________________________________
Att.:
________________________________

tel.: _______________________
fax: _______________________

Installation place: __________________________
__________________________

tel.:_______________________
att.: _______________________

Type of magazine: 1 (reinforced concrete block)
Serial number: #_____________

or

4 (metal plate)

S.Q.# (if you have one):______________

Magazine dimensions: _______’(side where the door is located) x _____’ x ______’ high
Width of the door wanted: ________________
Width of the existent door: _______________
Side of the hinges (from outside):

left

or

right or no matter

Lock (s): 1 or 2

Exact height of the magazine near the door (without skids): ___________________
Height between the ground and the base of the magazine: _________at least 12’’
Attendant balcony:

yes

or

no

Concrete floor:

yes

or

no

Date of the installation wanted: _________________________
When a date is fixed for the installation:
- Allow 2 or 3 days of work
- Be sure that the magazine is empty and decontaminated before the employee's arrival
- Provide a supervision of 12 hours after the work is done to avoid any risk of fire; it is
your responsibility to put back the explosives in a safe place.
Each door unit comes with 2 sets of key, a grease-oil and a maintenance guide.
Piece and labour are guaranteed for one (1) year against any manufacturing defect at our shop at St-Josephdu-Lac, Qc, only if installation is done by our technicians.

Not covered by the warranty:
*Travelling fees
*Adjustment or repair due to moving ground, weather condition, accident or abusive use, etc.
*The lost and cost due to the wrong purpose of the mechanism.
Any modification done to the magazine and/or mechanism will cancel the warranty.
For more information, join us by email at info@protexplo.ca or by phone at 450 623-6797.

